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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10093-10326
SECRET 2618142
BUEN WAVE INFO DIR CITE MEXI 6611

SUBJECT

REF BUEN 2510 (MO-MO) WAVE 5925 (NOT SENT BUEN)

1. STATION INTERVIEWED RAMON CARONA, MEXICAN VICE PRESIDENT VIA ON FIVE NOV IN HOPE HE MIGHT PROVIDE INFORMATION SATISFYING REQUIREMENTS REFS.

2. FOLLOWING ONLY POSSIBLE EXPLOITABLE ITEMS, WHICH MUST NOT REPEAT NOT BE ATTRIBUTED TO CORONA, BUT CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO "A MAJOR MEXICAN ARCHITECT"

3. DELEGATES DISTURBED BY CASTRO SPEECH TO CONGRESS. CASTRO STARTED OUT BY PROMISING NO POLITICS BUT WENT INTO LONG DENUNCIATION RACIAL PROBLEMS IN US. HALL WAS PACKED WITH NON-ARCHITECTURAL CUBANS, WHO LOUDLY APPLAUDED CASTRO POLITICAL STATEMENTS. LEADER OF MEXICAN DELEGATION, HECTOR MESTRE, WAS DETAINED IN HOTEL ROOM ON TRUMPED UP CHARGES OF DEALING IN BLACK MARKET CURRENCIES. BONA FIDE DELEGATES WHO PAID OWN WAY TO CUBA HIRED WHEN THEY REALIZED BOAT FROM SOUTH AMERICA CARRIED STUDENTS AND OTHER NON-ARCHITECTURAL TYPES FOR TOTAL COST ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS. AT GALA EVENING TROPICANA NIGHT CLUB SENIOR VIA OFFICERS SHOCKED WHEN CUBAN FEMALE
GUEST SAID SHE WAS ATTENDING ONLY BECAUSE SHE NEEDED A SOLID MEAL.

AT CLOSE OF CONGRESS GCC PRESENTED SERIES OF PAMPHLETS CONTAINING

POLITICALLY-SLANTED COVERAGE TO ALL DELEGATES.

SECRET

C/O COMMENT: OTAY PREPARING PAPER ON CUBAN PROPAGANDA AND POSSIBLE SUBVERSIVE USE OF ARCHITECTS CONFERENCE.